SWAT Mosquito Misting System
Guarantees Mosquito-free Homes
IN AS LITTLE AS TWO WEEKS, HOMEOWNERS WILL BE ABLE TO ENJOY THEIR BACKYARDS INSECT-FREE
Now that the rainy season is here, South
Florida is about to experience another
active mosquito infestation. Officially slated to begin May 15 and last through Oct.
15, South Floridians have something else
to prepare for besides hurricanes - an
ambush of mosquitoes that will disrupt
evenings spent outside relaxing by the
pool, entertaining or playing with our kids
in the backyard. According to the American
Mosquito Control Association, mosquitoes
are not only
annoying, but also a serious problem. They
interfere with work and spoil hours of
leisure time. Throughout the world, there
are over 2500 different species of mosquitoes, and about 200 species reside in the
United States alone, with 77 species residing in Florida.

Steve Jenkins, President of SWAT
Mosquito Systems, provides customers
with a quality product, stands behind the
expertise of his staff, and ensures excellent customer service.
Fortunately for homeowners and businesses, a new local company – SWAT Mosquito
Systems – is ready to keep people, children
and pets safe from each and every species.

HOW DOES SWAT MOSQUITO SYSTEMS’
“MISTING SOLUTION” WORK?

Homeowners spend thousands of dollars
beautifying their yards by landscaping,
installing expensive pools and elaborate
entertainment areas - only to find out that
they cannot enjoy their new amenities
without the constant barrage of mosquitoes
and other
biting insects. SWAT creates a mosquitofree barrier around your home, pool and
backyard by installing a customized system
of nickel-plated and stainless steel nozzles,
which are
strategically placed underground or along
the eaves, fences, gutters, wrought iron
fences and columns in order to “mist”
pyrethrum – the company’s most popular
botanical solution, two-to-four times a day
for 30 - 60 second intervals.
Pyrethrum is derived from the dried flowers of chrysanthemums, it directly affects
the nervous system of biting insects –
killing rather than repelling them. No other
solution can claim such a long record of
proven safety towards humans and warmblooded animals. SWAT also offers a
Rosemary-based solution made up of
essential plant extracts and oils; it is the
company’s 100 percent USDA National
Organic Compliant alternative.
“SWAT can wipe out your mosquito problem in as little as two weeks - ensuring
peace of mind and restoring the ability to
enjoy the outdoors,” Steve Jenkins,
President of SWAT Mosquito Systems.
“When you choose SWAT Mosquito
Systems, you can be confident of worryfree, insect-free enjoyment of your outdoor
spaces for years to come.
“WHO IS BEHIND SWAT
MOSQUITO SYSTEMS?
Jenkins holds a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from Southern Methodist
University. He stumbled upon automated
misting systems in late 2002 and went on to
establish the highest grossing mosquitomisting company in Northern Texas.
Co-founders Wylie Davis and Damon
Cook helped launch the mosquito misting
business with Jenkins over four-years ago

for full service customers. If you are not
fully satisfied with the system within 120
days of installation, we will remove the
system and give you a complete refund.”
Any home or business owner concerned
about biting insects can benefit from
SWAT Mosquito Systems. They are the
premier provider of residential and commercial misting systems for the elimination
of mosquitoes, no-see-ums, and other
biting insects. Contact SWAT to
combat your mosquito and pest problem at
1-866-900-SWAT or visit:

www.swatmosquitosystems.com
for more information.
Co-Founder Wylie Davis customizes each
mosquito-misting system to be highly
effective yet virtually invisible, “At SWAT
Mosquito Systems, we are experts and
industry pioneers who use the most technologically advanced, durable equipment
available.”
and are bringing their expertise to the
South Florida region. The company’s mission is to provide customers with quality
product, the
expertise of our staff, and the responsiveness of our customer service. SWAT is
locally owned and operated, its employees
are trained and certified to install and service the SWAT Mosquito System.
WHAT IS THE SWAT DIFFERENCE?
South Florida-based SWAT Mosquito
Systems takes a customer-centric approach
to business. SWAT is a licensed pest control operator with Florida’s Department of
Agriculture and the most experienced mosquito-misting company in the state.
“At SWAT Mosquito Systems, we are
experts and industry pioneers who use the
most technologically advanced, durable
equipment available,” said Wylie Davis,
Co-founder of SWAT Mosquito Systems.
“We custom design each system to be highly effective yet
virtually invisible, ensuring an aesthetically pleasing yard.” SWAT Mosquito
Systems is “the original” system, with a
fully automated digital display panel. It is
the only system of its kind to incorporate a
level-sensing float switch, agitator, and 3button remote control. “Even solutions that
have emulsifiers, which are designed to
keep the products in suspension, separate
over time,” added Davis. “With an agitator,
the solution stays well blended for a consistent, even spray every time.”
DOES SWAT OFFER ITS
CUSTOMERS A WARRANTY?
“We offer the most comprehensive guarantee in the business,” said Damon Cook, CoFounder of SWAT Mosquito Systems. “Our
lifetime warranty covers all parts and labor

Testimonial 1:
We have been using the SWAT
Mosquito-Misting System and my family
has reclaimed our yard from those pesky
mosquitoes. I am proud to say that my
family is Finally mosquito-free.

Hank and Barbara Kinney,
satisfied homeowners. Customer service
was excellent

Testimonial 2:
My husband and I are really impressed with
the level of customer service we received
from SWAT Mosquito Systems they were
excellent. I would recommend the SWAT
Mosquito-Misting System to
anyone, especially if you have young
children. Our grandchildren love to splash
around in the pool for hours and now they
can do so without the fear of being eaten
alive by mosquitoes. SWAT has truly given
us peace of mind.
Henry and Connie Walters,
satisfied homeowners

SWAT Mosquito Systems creates a
mosquito-free barrier around your home,
pool and backyard by installing a
customized system of nickel-plated and
stainless steel nozzles in order to kill
mosquitoes and other biting insects.

